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a b s t r a c t

Due to the density contrast between the hydrate and methane gas, the pore pressure is accumulated in
the sediment during the decomposition process of methane hydrate. This accumulation of pore pressure
decreases the magnitude of effective stress, further triggering potential geological disasters such as
landslide. This paper establishes a theoretical framework to investigate the evolution of fluid pressure in
the hydrate-bearing sediments during the decomposition process. This model consists of two parts: an
unsaturated thermo-poromechanical constitutive law as well as a phase equilibrium equation. Compared
with the existing studies, the present work incorporates the effect of pore volume change into the
pressure built-up model. In addition, the capillary effect is considered, which plays a nontrivial role in
fine-grained sediments. Based on this model, the evolution of fluid pressure is investigated in undrained
conditions. It is shown that four mechanisms mainly contribute to the pressure built-up: the density
contrast between decomposing hydrate and producing fluid, the variation of pore volume, the
compaction of hydrate due to variation of capillary pressure, and the thermal deformation of pore
constituents induced by temperature change. Among these mechanisms, the density contrast dominates
the pore pressure accumulation. Under the combined effect of these contributions, the evolution of fluid
pressure exhibits a strong nonlinearity during the decomposition process and can reach up to dozens of
mega Pascal. Nevertheless, this high-level pressure built-up results in a significant tensile strain, yielding
potential fracturing of the sediment.
© 2022 The Authors. Publishing services by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of KeAi Communications Co. Ltd. This
is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/

4.0/).
1. Introduction

Methane hydrates are ice-like crystalline compounds in which
methane molecules are trapped in the clathrate structures of water
molecules (Bisio, 2007). They are stable under the condition of
elevated pressure and low temperatures (Yasuhide et al., 2010;
Sloan Jr and Koh, 2007) (eg. deep ocean sediments and permafrost
regions (Li et al., 2013)). The total volume ofmethane gas trapped in
the hydrate is considerable (Milkov et al., 2003; Zhang et al., 2012;
Pang et al., 2021). Various methods of recovering methane gas from
the hydrate are proposed, mainly based on in-situ hydrate disso-
ciation. For example, depressurization method reduces the fluid
pressure in the reservoir (Li et al., 2011; Sakamoto et al., 2007) and
thermal stimulation raises the reservoir temperature (Loh et al.,
District, China.
g).

y Elsevier B.V. on behalf of KeAi Co
2014; Fitzgerald and Castaldi, 2013) to decompose the hydrate.
During the dissociation, 1 vol hydrate decomposes into 164 vol
methane gas and 0.8 vol water at standard condition (273.15 K,
101 kPa). Accordingly, an excess pore pressure is built, leading to
the sediment deformation and failure (Xu and Germanovich, 2006).
For example, it may trigger large underwater landslides (Booth
et al., 2010; Solheim et al., 2005), sediment subsidence (Chin
et al., 2011), and wellbore instability (Liu et al., 2016). Hence, a
precise quantification of the pore pressure build-up is of vital
importance.

The evolution of pore pressure in hydrate sediments during the
decomposition process involves a thermal-hydromechanical-
chemical (THMC) coupling process (Liu et al., 2019a). First, the
methane hydrate would decompose at certain temperature and
pressure conditions. The temperature change is associated with a
heat transfer process (Liu et al., 2019b, 2021), while the pressure
change involves a seepage process in the porous hydrate sediment.
Besides, the pore pressure is also governed by the pore volume
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change, which links to the mechanical deformation. It should be
noted that different processes interact each other. For instance, the
phase transition is commonly accompanied with a temperature
change, which leads to thermal expansion/shrinkage of the pore
volume. Moreover, the induced pore pressure built-up influences in
turn the phase transition and pore volume change.

All these factors should be taken into account, but most re-
searches about pore pressure only consider of some factors. Xu and
Germanovich (2006) establish a model to investigate the fluid
pressure build-up in the hydrate-bearing sediments during the
decomposition process, and the role of pore volume change is
ignored. Kwon et al. (2008) derives a comprehensive formulation
for the prediction of fluid pressure evolution in hydrate-bearing
sediments subjected to thermal stimulation, but the bulk
modulus is considered as a constant. Klar et al. (2013) develops a
formulation of a multi-physics model of methane hydrate flow
coupled to soil deformation to calculate the change of pore pres-
sure. This model uses the phase equilibrium boundaries of methane
hydrate in bulk condition to determine when the hydrate starts
melt, the role of capillary effect is ignored.

This paper seeks to establish a comprehensive model to inves-
tigate the evolution of pore pressure in the sediment during hy-
drate decomposition process. After the introduction, the theoretical
framework is proposed, including a theory of phase equilibrium
and a constitutive law of unsaturated thermoporoelasticity. Based
on them, the pore pressure built-up model in undrained condition
is derived. In the third section, a case study of the evolution of pore
pressure in undrained condition is performed, and different
mechanisms contributing to the pore pressure built-up is distin-
guished. Afterwards, certain factors controlling the magnitude of
pore pressure built-up is further discussed, including the capillary
pressure, the initial hydrate saturation, and the drained bulk
modulus. The last section is the conclusions.

2. Theory

2.1. Geometry description of hydrate sediments

The hydrate sediment refers to soil that accommodates hy-
drates. When the phase transition occurs, the hydrate decomposes
into water and methane gas. In brief, hydrate sediments are
composed of two types of solids (mineral grains and hydrate solid)
and two liquids phases (water and gas methane). An appropriate
geometry description of hydrate sediments is of crucial importance
for characterizing the physical properties of such materials. In
particular, the hydrate morphology is considered as a key factor
controlling the mechanical and transport properties of the sedi-
ments. It is knowledged that the shape and position of hydrates is
widely variable in different sediments; several hydrate habit con-
cepts are summarized such as pore-filling, cementing, load bearing,
particle-displacive etc (Waite et al., 2009; Ren et al., 2020).
Accordingly, it is still an open question that regards the hydrate as
solid skeleton or the pore substances. In this work, we concern the
sediment behavior during the process of hydrate decomposing into
water and gas. It is therefore reasonable to treat the hydrate as a
pore substance. In this way, the hydrate decomposition involves
simply a change of substances in the pores; it can be described by
the conventional theories exploiting the phase transition phe-
nomenons in porous media (Coussy and Monteiro, 2008).

Another challenge for the modelling is how to treat the multiple
substances in the pores of hydrate sediments. Actually, the hydrate
decomposition in the sediments involves a three-phases system,
that is, water liquid-methane gas-hydrate solid. Nevertheless, we
suggest that the gas phase exists as discontinuous bubbles
dispersed within the continuous liquid phase. This configuration is
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suggested to be reasonable mainly based on two reasons. First,
compared with liquid water, gas methane is non-wetted to solids.
In other words, the gas-solid interface is unfavored, and only the
liquid water wets the surface of solids (Katsuki et al., 2008). With
the absence of solid-gas interface, the gas pressure can not apply on
the solid (the solid skeleton and the hydrate) but transmitting
through the water. Second, the water saturation in hydrate sedi-
ments is mostly larger than 50% (Terzariol et al., 2017); moreover,
the emitted gas is compressed significantly under high pressure in
deep ocean environment. Therefore, the volume of liquid water in
pores is greatly larger than that of gas. Hence, we can reduce the
three phases in the pores into two: one is the solid hydrate, the
other is the fluid containing gas bubbles trapped in the water. As
shown in the following, with this treatment, the gas pressure need
not be considered explicitly, which would significantly simply the
modelling.

Decomposition of hydrate involves an increase in fluid volume
as well as a decrease in hydrate volume. Meanwhile, the pore
volume can also be varied because of deformation. Hence, a rele-
vant way to describe the volume change of fluid and hydrate is of
importance. In poromechanics community (Coussy and Monteiro,
2008), the Lagrangian porosity is commonly employed, defined as
the current pore volume (Vp) in reference to the initial volume of
sediment (V0).

f ¼ Vp

V0
(1)

Using the Lagrangian porosity, the change of pore volume can be
simply written simply as ðf� f0ÞV0, where f� f0 is the porosity
change denoted as 4. Similarly, fh and ff represent current
Lagrangian partial porosities of hydrate and of fluid, with f ¼ fh þ
ff .

The change of partial porosity during the hydrate dissociation
process is attributed to two mechanisms. The first is the hydrate
recession process due to hydrate dissociation without any defor-
mation, whereas the second is related to the deformation of pores
(Fig. 1). From the viewpoint of thermodynamics, this first process is
governed by the change of the interface energy, while the second
leads to a change of strain energy. To distinguish the two mecha-
nisms, the partial porosity fJ (J ¼ h,f) can be expressed as:

fJ ¼ f0SJ þ 4J (2)

where SJ is Lagrangian saturation, defined as the volume of phase J
with respect to the initial pore volume without deformation. Ac-
cording to the definition, Lagrangian saturation SJ only stands for
the hydrate recession process. The sum of all phase saturations Sh þ
Sf ¼ 1. We will see in the following that Eq. (2) can help to
distinguish the different mechanisms controlling the pore pressure
built-up.

2.2. Hydrate decomposition in the sediment

The formula of hydrate decomposition is written as:

CH4 ,NH2OðsÞ4CH4ðgÞ þ N,H2OðlÞ (3)

where N is hydration number, which depends on hydrate compo-
sitions. F For methane hydrate, the hydration number (Sloan and
Koh, 2007) ranges from 5.8 to 7.4; we adopt N ¼ 6 in this paper.

Occurrence of reaction depends on temperature (T) and pres-
sure (p). Broadly, the phase of hydrate is stable in the condition of
high p and low T. With increasing T or decreasing p, the water-
methane gas system becomes more stable, and the hydrate de-
composes. Many scholars have determined the phase equilibrium



Fig. 1. Change of partial porosity during the hydrate dissociation process contains two parts: hydrate dissociation without any deformation and deformation of pores.
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boundaries of methane hydrate theoretically and experimentally. In
this paper, we adopt an empirical formula fitted from experimental
data (Kwon et al., 2008):

pe;bulk ¼ exp
�
40:234�8860

�
Te;bulk

�
(4)

where pe;bulk is in kPa and Te;bulk is in K. The subscript “bulk” in-
dicates that Eq. (4) merely applies to the bulk condition, that is, the
hydrate-water interface being flat and the hydrate pressure (ph)
equaling the fluid pressure (pf ). However, hydrate exists in the
pores of the sediment. With the limited size of pores, the hydrate-
water interface will be curved. This curved interface results in a
pressure difference between the two sides, which is described by
Laplace equation:

pnW � pW ¼ kg;with k ¼ 1
r1

þ 1
r2

(5)

where g is interface tension, and k is the curvature of the interface.
r1 and r2 are the principal radii of curvature. The subscripts “nW”

and “W" refer to the non-wetting phase and the wetting phase,
respectively. In the hydrate-fluid system, the hydrate is the non-
wetting phase, and the fluid is the wetting phase.

According to the Laplace equation, the curved interface leads ph
to be higher than pf ; this pressure difference is commonly called
capillary pressure (phf ). Due to the capillary effect, the phase
boundary of methane hydrate in the pores is shifted compared to
that in the bulk condition. We derived the phase boundary of
methane hydrate in the pores (Anderson et al., 2003):

Te;pore ¼
 
1� phfVh

2DHhf

!
Te;bulk ¼

 
1�ghwVh

rDHhf

!
Te;bulk (6)

where theDHhf is the dissociation enthalpy of hydrate; its value can
be considered as a constant 54.2 kJ/mol (Anderson et al., 2003). ghw
is the hydrate-water interface tension equaling 32 mN/m (Yasuda
et al., 2016), and r is the pore radius (in m).

However, it is important to note that Eq. (6) applies to a
configuration that only the hydrate-water interface exists in the
pores of sediments. Hence, the gas pressure does not emerge
explicitly in the equation, and its effect is included in the term of
“fluid pressure”. In the preceding narrative, we have proved this
configuration is reasonable.

Consider a case that the hydrate sediment locates at 200m below
the seabed with a water depth of 1200 m. The fluid pressure is
accordingly 14 MPa. In such case, the melting temperature of the
bulk hydrate is 288.72 K from Eq. (4) In the pores with radius of
100 nm, according to Eq. (6), the melting temperature is 288.26 K,
almost the same as that in the bulk condition. However, it becomes
243.47 K in the pores of 1 nm, i.e., a shift 45.25 K compared to the
bulk condition. From these calculations, we can infer that, in coarse-
grain sediments (sands and silts), the capillary effect is negligible
(Kwon et al., 2008). However, in fine-grained sediments, such as in
the Shenhu area of the South China sea (Zhang and Cai, 2019),
obvious errors would be made if we neglect the capillary effect.
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According to Eq. (6), the melting temperature is reduced with
decreasing pore size. The hydrate sediment contains pores with
varying sizes. Thus, for a given fluid pressure, decomposition of
hydrate occurs no longer at a fixed temperature but in a tempera-
ture range: the hydrate will dissociate first in small pores and then
in large pores. In turn, when the temperature increases to a given
value, we can calculate a critical radius rT by Eq. (6) . The hydrate in
the pores with radius smaller than rT is decomposed, whereas the
pores with radius larger than rT is still full of the hydrate. Thus, the
hydrate saturation Sh can be calculated:

ShðTÞ ¼
ðrT
0

f ðrÞdr (7)

Eq. (7) implies that, at a given temperature, decomposition of
hydrate or not merely depends on the pore size. Note that this is
relevant for the case of hydrate decomposition but not for the
formation process. Actually, formation of hydrate nucleus in bulk
water is accompanied with a loss of surface energy (comparable to
the supercooling phenomenon in icing). Thus, hydrate formation
commonly exhibits a penetration process of a freezing front (Liu
et al., 2018). This means that hydration formation process de-
pends not only on the pore size but also on the pore connection.We
take a large pore with a small entrance as an example. When
temperature decreases, the large pore would freeze first but at the
same temperature when the small entrance begins to freeze.
However, because of disjoining pressure, a liquid film always exists
between the pore wall and the hydrate. With the presence of pre-
melting liquid film, the hydrate decomposition process no longer
involves any loss of interface energy and can occur independently
in each pores. In summary, Eq. (7) applies to the decomposition
process that is not influenced by the pore connectivity.

Eq. (7) is the basis for the thermoporometry and cryoporometry
methods. Both methods characterize the pore structure through
measuring the ice content as a function of temperature (Sun and
Scherer, 2010). In turn, once the pore size distribution of the sedi-
ment is known, the evolution of the hydrate saturation with tem-
perature can be assessed. Considering a sediment with a pore size
distribution shown in Fig. 3, the assessed variation of saturation
using Eq. (6) and Eq. (7) is illustrated in Fig. 4. We can observe that
the hydrate begins to decompose near 276.0 K, which is the melting
temperature corresponding to the smallest pores existing in the
sediment. The decomposition finally accomplishes at 289.0 K, cor-
responding to the melting temperature at the bulk conditions.
2.3. Unsaturated thermoporoelasticity of hydrate sediment

The hydrate decomposition has been exploited comprehen-
sively in the previous section. The pressure built-up is not only
attributed to the volume changes during the phase transition but
also controlled by the variation of pore volume during the process.
Hence, the constitutive law of hydrate sediment is required. The
deformation of hydrate sediment during the phase transition pro-
cess is a complex phenomenon, in which four main mechanisms



Fig. 2. Comparison of experimental data and theoretical prediction of phase equilib-
rium boundaries in different pore sizes.

Fig. 3. Pore distribution of the hydrate sediment in Shenhu area of South China sea
(Liu et al., 2012).

Fig. 4. Evolution of hydrate saturation with temperature at a fixed fluid pressure
14 MPa.
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are involved. Besides the stress, the hydrate sediment is a porous
media so the variation of the fluid pressure also contributes to the
deformation. Moreover, as discussed in the previous section, the
phase transition in porous media is governed by the variation of
capillary pressure. We will see in the following that the variation of
capillary pressure stems not only from the change of fluid pressure
but also from the change of hydrate pressure. Hence, the capillary
pressure, or the hydrate pressure, also leads to the deformation
(Zeng et al., 2013; Zeng and Li, 2019). Finally, the phase transition is
an endothermic process so is commonly accompanied with a
change of temperature. The deformation induced by the change of
temperature should also be considered.

The constitutive law of hydrate sediment used in the work is
proposed by Coussy (Coussy and Monteiro, 2008; Wang et al.,
2018). In brief, this model is established in the framework of
poromechanics, which takes into account all the four mechanisms
mentioned above. One key feature of this model is the way to treat
thewater and gas pressure. Actually, the phase transition in hydrate
sediment involves three phases (solid hydrate, liquid water, and gas
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methane), and three pressure terms should be considered. Never-
theless, the water saturation is commonly high in hydrate sedi-
ments; moreover, the gas methane is a non-wetting phase to the
solid. It is thus suggested that the gas phase exists as bubbles
dispersed in the water and should not be in contact with the solid
wall. Based on this configuration, the proposedmodel combines the
two pressure (water and gas) terms into only one term called fluid
pressure. With this treatment, the formula of the model can be
significantly simplified. Note that the fluid pressure is already used
in the formulas of phase transition based on the same consider-
ation. The model equations are established from the thermody-
namic formulation of energy conservation:

ds ¼ Kd�o� bhdph � bf dpf � bKdT

d4h ¼ bhd�oþ dph
Nhh

þ dpf
Nhf

� bhdT

d4f ¼ bf d�oþ dph
Nhf

þ dpf
Nff

� bf dT

dsij ¼ 2Gdeij

(8)

where s ande are respectively the mean stress and the volumetric
strain; sij and eij the components of the deviatoric stress and the
deviatoric strain tensors. K is the drained bulk modulus; G is the
shear modulus.

Eq. (8) contains two pressure terms, that is, the fluid pressure
(pf ) and the hydrate pressure (ph). As used in the conventional
formula of unsaturated poroelasticity, bh and bf are the generalized
Biot coefficients for the hydrate and the fluid, respectively; NJJ and
Nhf are the generalized Biot modulus. b is the thermal volumetric
dilation coefficient of the porous solid. These coefficients are
related to the bulk modulus Ks and the thermal volumetric dilation
coefficient of the solid matrix bs:

bh þ bf ¼ b ¼ 1� K
Ks

1
NJJ

þ 1
Nhf

¼ bJ � f0SJ
Ks

b ¼ bs

bJ ¼ bs
�
bJ � f0SJ

�
(9)
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With the assumption of pore volumetric isodeformation
(fh=Sh ¼ ff=Sf ), bJ (J ¼ h, f) can be expressed in a simple form:

bJ ¼ bSJ (10)

Applying Eqs. (9) and (10), the 10 coefficients in Equation finally
reduce to 4: K , bs, Ks , and G.

The hydrate sediment is commonly poorly consolidated, of
which the mechanical property exhibits strong nonlinearity. For
instance, the hydrate solid can bear the loading, and thus the hy-
drate content affects the stiffness and strength of the sediment. To
consider the mechanical nonlinearity, Eq. (8) is expressed in an
incremental form, and the influence of hydrate content on the
stiffness is considered (Soga et al., 2010; Li et al., 2022; Zhu et al.,
2021). In this present work: KðShÞ ¼ ð100 þ 450ShÞ=ð1 � 2yÞ,
GðShÞ ¼ ð150 þ 675ShÞ=ð1 þ yÞ, where K and G in MPa.

2.4. Pore pressure built-up model in undrained condition

The theory of phase equilibrium and the constitutive law of
hydrate sediments are presented in the previous sections, respec-
tively. With these two elements, the quantity of produced fluid
(containing water and gas) and the variation of pore volume can be
assessed during the phase transition process. Nevertheless, a
pressure gradient emerges due to the induced pore pressure
accumulation, leading to flows in the porous media. This transport
phenomenon would diffuse the accumulated pore pressure.
Accordingly, the pore pressure evolution is also governed by the
transport process. In this work, we focus on an extreme condition,
that is, the undrained condition. In such a condition, the transport
process in totally inhibited. Hence, the magnitude of pore pressure
calculated in this condition can be considered as an upper bound of
the pore pressure built-up. In undrained conditions, the total mass
of the substances in the pores is conserved:

dðmhÞ þ d
�
mf

�
¼ rhdfhhþ rf dff þ fhdrh þ ff drf ¼ 0 (11)

Eq. (11) indicates that the variation in mass contents of hydrate
and fluid is attributed to two part: the variation of partial porosity
(fJ) and the density change of each phase (rJ). The density changes
can be expressed by the state equation:

drJ¼ rJ

�
dpJ
KJ

� bJdT
�

(12)

where KJ is the bulk modulus of phaseJ. Referring to Eq. (2), the
change of partial porosity contains two distinct processes: the
partial saturation and the deformation of sediment. Substituting
Eqs. (2) and (12) into Eq. (11) we obtain:

f0Sf
Kf

dpf ¼ �
�
d4h þ d4f

�
þ
 
1� rh

rf

!
f0dSh � f0Sh

Kh
dph

þ f0

�
Shbh þ Sfbf

�
dT (13)

The above equation is derived under the assumption of small

deformation (
		4J
		≪1) and (

			rh =rf � 1
			≪1); the quadratic terms are

also neglected. We can distinguish four contributions of pore
pressure built-up just corresponding to the four terms in the right
side of Eq. (13) . The first contribution is the pore volume change
due to deformation. The minus sign in the first term indicates an
increase of pore pressure with a reduction in the pore volume. The
second mechanism is the density contrast between the decom-
posing hydrate and the producing fluid during the phase transition.
If rh is larger than rf , the pore pressure would be accumulated with
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decreasing Sh. The third term corresponds to the compaction of
fluid due to the hydrate pressure. As discussed previously, the hy-
drate decomposition in porous media is accompanied with a
reduction in the capillary pressure (phf ). We will see in the
following that this reduction of capillary pressure is mainly ach-
ieved by an increase in the hydrate pressure. The increase of hy-
drate pressure would compact the hydrate, leading a negative
influence to the fluid pressure built-up. The final mechanism is the
dilatation of both hydrate and fluid with increasing temperature.

The variation of pore volume can be calculated from the
constitutive law. In the deep sea, the geostress holds constant (ds ¼
0). Using Eq. (8) we can get (also consider Eq. (10):

d4hþd4f ¼
b2Sh
K

dphf þ
 

1
Nhh

þ 1
Nhf

!
dphþ

 
b2

K
þ 1
Nff

þ 1
Nhf

!
dpf

�
�
bhþbf �bbs

�
dT

(14)

Substituting Eq. (14) into Eq. (13) we finally obtain the fluid
pressure equation:

dpf ¼ dpf1 þ dpf2 þ dpf3

dpf1 ¼ KM
Ku

 
1� rh

rf

!
f0dSh

dpf2 ¼ �KM
Ku

 
1
Mh

þ b2Sh
K

!
dphf

dpf3 ¼ KMf0
Ku

�
Shbh þ Sfbf � bs

�
dT

(15)

where
1 =MJ ¼ 1=NJJ þ 1=Nhf þ f0SJ=KJ
1=M ¼ 1=Mh þ 1=Mf
Ku ¼ K þ b2M

is the undrained bulk

modulus of hydrate sediment.
Eq. (15) contains three terms can be shown as Fig. 5. Referring to

Eq. (13), the first term corresponds to the second mechanism
mentioned previously, that is, the density difference between fluid
and hydrate during the phase transition. The second term is related
to the deformation under hydrate pressure (even it is written in the
term of capillary pressure in the equation for the simplification of
the coefficient). The variation of hydrate pressure contributes to
two types of deformation: the variation of pore volume (the first
mechanism) as well as the compaction of hydrate itself (the third
mechanism). The third term is associated with the temperature
effect that also involves two types of pressure built-up mecha-
nisms: the thermal expansion of pore volume (the first mechanism)
and the thermal expansion of hydrate and fluid (the fourth
mechanism).

2.5. Physical properties of fluids

Eq. (15) contains physical properties of fluid (Kf ;rf , and bf ) that
should be determined first. As discussed previously, the fluid here
refers to a continuous water phases dispersed with gas bubbles.
Therefore, Kf and bf can be expressed by the coefficients of gas and
water, respectively:

1
Kf

¼ x
Kg

þ ð1� xÞ
Kw

(16)

bf ¼ xbg þ ð1� xÞbw (17)



Fig. 5. Mechanism of the excess fluid pressure.

Fig. 6. Phase diagram of methane hydrate in the sediment. The phase equilibrium is
shown in the diagram as a zone rather a line. The upper boundary corresponds to the
smallest hydrate-occupying pores (i.e., largest water-occupying pores) at the initial
saturation state. The lower boundary is the equilibrium line at the bulk condition.
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where x is the volume fraction of methane gas. Water is poorly
compressible, and its bulkmodulus can be considered as a constant,
Kw ¼ 2174 MPa (Petrenko and Whitworth, 1999). The thermal
dilatation coefficient of water, bw, depends on temperature (Kell,
1975):

bw ¼1:473� 10�9T3 � 1:421� 10�6T2 þ 4:641� 10�4T

� 5:083� 10�2
�
K�1

�
(18)

Gas methane is highly compressible, and its bulk modulus Kg

and thermal dilatation coefficient bg can be determined from its
state equation:

pgvg ¼ ZngRT (19)

where vg is gas volume, and pg is gas pressure. ng is the mole
number of gas, and R is the gas constant with a value of 8.314
J=ðmol ,KÞ. Z is the gas compression factor which can be obtained
by the Standing-Katz Chart calculated by Dranchuk and Abou-
Kassem (1975).

164 m3 methane and 0.8 m3 water is produced when 1 m3 hy-
drate melt. Considering the state Eqs. (12) and (19), the volume of
water and methane from melting hydrate can be calculated in
virtual condition. And the fluid volume vf can be calculated by sum
of the volume of water and methane. The total fluid mass mf con-
sists of two parts: the initial water mass, the mass of produced
water and gas during phase transition. The latter also equals the
decomposed hydrate mass. Hence, the density of fluid can be
calculated fromits definition: rf ¼ mf=vf .

3. Results and analysis

The previous section has established a model of pressure built-
up during the phase transition under undrained conditions. The
present section will give rise to a further analysis of this phenom-
enon through a case study; the main controlling factors will also be
investigated. We consider a hydrate sediment that locates 200 m
below the seabed with a depth of 1200 m. Accordingly, the initial
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fluid pressure is 14 MPa. The initial temperature is chosen as 275 K.
This relative low T0 ensures the initial condition in the pre-
dissociation zone, allowing a full study of pressure built-up in the
pre-dissociation, dissociation, post-dissociation regimes. The pore
distribution is chosen from that shown in Fig. 2. The initial satu-
ration of hydrate is assumed as Sh0 ¼ 0:75. Referring to Fig. 7, this
initial hydrate saturation corresponds to a capillary pressure of
6.5 MPa. The physical properties of the sediment are provided in
Table 1. The hydrate sediment is subjected to a step-heating in
undrained conditions. The step-heating implies that the hydrate-
fluid system is always in equilibrium state for each infinitesimal
temperature rise.

The coefficients rf , Sh;Kf in Eq. (15) depend on T . Hence, the
pressure built-up model is a nonlinear problem and calculated in a



Fig. 7. Evolution of pressure built-up.

Table 1
Parameters used in calculations.

Parameter Value Unit Significance

40 0.38 e Initial porosity of hydrate sediment (Zhang et al., 2010a)
Sh0 0.75 e Initial hydrate saturation
pf0 14 MPa Initial fluid pressure
T0 275 K Initial reservoir temperature
Ks 28875.4 MPa Bulk modulus of solid grains (Helgerud et al., 1999)
Kw 2174 MPa Bulk modulus of liquid water (Petrenko and Whitworth, 1999)
Kh 8760 MPa Bulk modulus of hydrate (Huo et al., 2011)
bg 1=T K�1 Thermal dilation coefficient of gas

bh 250e-6 K�1 Thermal dilation coefficient of hydrate (Ning et al., 2015)
bs 1.8e-6 K�1 Thermal dilation coefficient of solids solids (Klar et al., 2013)

rStg 0.717 Kg/m3 Density of methane in standard condition (Burel et al., 2013)

rh 914 Kg/m3 Density of hydrate (Uchida et al., 2002))
Tcr 190.56 K Critical temperature of methane (Kurumov et al., 1988)
pcr 4.5992 MPa Critical pressure of methane (Kurumov et al., 1988)
DHh;f 54.2 kJ/mol Dissociation constant (Atkins, 2006)

Vh 1.3567e-4 m3/mol Mole volume of hydrate
ggw 59.3 mN/m Methane-water interface tension (Yasuda et al., 2016)
n 0.35 e Poisson's ratio (Zhang et al., 2010a)
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Fig. 8. Evolutions of hydrate saturation with increasing temperature.

Fig. 9. Evolution of hydrate pressure, fluid pressure, and capillary pressure.
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series of temperature increments. The specific calculation process is
as follows.

� Given the initial fluid pressure pf0, Tm;bulk is calculated by Eq. (4)
� The critical radius of pore r that hydrate begins to decompose is
calculated by Eq. (6) for the current temperature step (consid-
ered as Tm;pore); the corresponding capillary pressure phf is
evaluated from Eq. (5)

� Once the critical radius is obtained, the hydrate saturation is
determined by Eq. (7), and the corresponding coefficients K , M ,
rf and x are calculated.

� The pressure change is finally obtained using Eq. (15).

The coefficients rf and x are calculated as follows. Once the
current saturation is obtained, the decomposed hydrate mass (also
the mole number) is assessed first, and the producing water and
methane (in mole) is assessed from Eq. (3). x is accordingly upda-
ted, as well as the volume of gas and methane using the state Eqs.
(12) and (19). In this paper, the solubility of methane is ignored
(Docherty et al., 2006). pg is calculated from pw (¼ pf ) using the
Laplace Eq. (5) . Considering spherical gas bubbles, the curvature is
kg ¼ 2=rg, where rg is the radius of gas bubble. The methane-water
interface tension takes ggw ¼ 59.3 mN=m. The size of bubbles is
variable in natural and exhibits a statistical distribution (Yang et al.,
2007). We chose here an equivalent bubble size of 100 nm, which is
the mean pore size of hydrate sediment selected in this study. The
density of fluid is finally evaluated from rf ¼ mf=vf .

3.1. Evolution of fluid pressure

The evolution of fluid pressure with increasing temperature is
illustrated in Fig. 6. Meanwhile, the evolution of fluid pressure
built-up (Dpf ¼ pf � pf0), as well as its three components corre-
sponding to Eq. (15), are shown in Fig. 7. The phase diagram of
methane hydrate in the studied sediments is also drawn in Fig. 6. It
is observed that, the phase boundary between hydrate and fluid
(waterþmethane gas) in the sediment exhibits a zone rather a line
in the p-T diagram. This is attributed to the varying pore size in the
sediment for which the melting temperature is varied. Referring to
Eq. (16), the hydrate in small pores decomposes at lower temper-
ature, and that in large pores decomposes at higher temperature.
Accordingly, the upper boundary of the decomposition zone cor-
responds to the smallest hydrate-occupying pores (i.e., largest
water-occupying pores) at the initial saturation state Sh0 ¼ 0:75,
that is, 11.4 nm. The lower boundary is the equilibrium line at the
bulk state (Eq. (4)). Considering this decomposition zone, the path
of increasing temperature can be divided into three stages: the pre-
decomposition stage, the decomposition stage, and the post-
decomposition stage (Fig. 6). These three stages can be shown
more evidently when drawing the evolution of hydrate saturation,
shown in Fig. 8. The first stage corresponds to the temperature
range from 275.0 K to 285.4 K. In this pre-decomposition stage, the
hydrate saturation holds constant as the initial value 0.75. In the
second stage, the hydrate saturation starts to decrease till 0 at
294.5 K. The hydrate totally disappears in the third post-
decomposition stage.

3.1.1. Pre-decomposition stage
We now exploit the pressure built-up and the controlling

mechanisms in the three stages, respectively. From Fig. 7, during
the pre-decomposition stage, the two terms related to variations of
Sh and phf are both null; the pressure built-up is merely attributed
to the effect of temperature. We recall that the increasing tem-
perature not only leads to expansions of hydrate and water but also
results in a compaction of pore volume. Both contributes to a
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pressure built-up until 1.1MPa at the end of this stage. Note that the
hydrate pressure increases simultaneously with the fluid pressure
(Fig. 9). This ensures phf to keep constant as the initial value
5.6 MPa, avoiding the onset of phase transition in this stage.

3.1.2. Decomposition stage
During the decomposition stage, the first term of pressure built-

up pf1 reduces first to a minimum of 1.2 MPa and then increases up
to 8.6 MPa. The beginning decrease in pf1 can be explained by the
density contrast between hydrate and fluid. As shown in Fig. 10, the
hydrate density is 911 kg/m3, while the water density is 1000 kg/
m3. Hence, the initial fluid density is large than that of hydrate,
rf > rh. Once the hydrate decomposition starts, the gas methane is
emitted, leading the fluid density to reduce. Nevertheless, the fluid
density is still larger than that of hydrate when the amount of gas is
limited. The emitted gas needs to accumulate to a threshold so that
rf becomes smaller than rh. The threshold is x ¼ 11.3% occurring at
286.2 K in the studied case (Fig. 10). After this density reversion, pf1
begins to re-increase.

The second term of pressure built-up pf2 increases nonlinearly
from 0 to 1.6 MPa. This term is related to the deformation of porous



Fig. 10. Evolution of fluid density and volume fraction of methane gas during hydrate decomposition.
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volume due to capillary pressure change. The third term, associated
with thermal expansions of solid skeleton and pore substances,
increases from 1.1MPa to 1.9MPa during the second stage. The total
pressure built-up rises from 1.1 MPa to 12.1 MPa during the second
stage. Among the three terms, the density contrast dominates the
pore pressure accumulation: it contributes to 8.6 MPa, accounting
for 78% of the total pressure built-up during the decomposition
stage.

The first term is associated with Sh, whereas the second term is
related to phf . According to Eq. (7), Sh is linked to phf . Nevertheless,
the two terms are totally distinguished. We recall that Sh used in
the work is Lagrangian, merely referring to the formation/decom-
position of hydrate without deformation. In comparison, phf
appearing in Eq. (15) corresponds to the deformation of porous
volume induced by the hydrate pressure.
3.1.3. Post-decomposition stage
In the studied case, the decomposition of hydrate totally ac-

complishes at 294.5 K, indicating the beginning of the third stage.
Similar to the first stage, the two first terms in Eq. (15) vanishes due
to the absence of hydrate decomposition. The evolution of pore
pressure is simply attributed to the thermal expansion, varying
from 1.9 MPa at the end of the second stage to 2.3 MPa at 300 K.

In summary, the pore pressure accumulation mainly occurs in
the decomposition stage: it reaches 11.0 MPa in the studied case,
accounting for 88% of the total accumulation. Concerning the three
contributions, the density contrast during the decomposition
dominates the pore pressure built-up, accounting for 68% of the
total accumulation. The second and third terms account for 13% and
19%, respectively.

The pore pressure built-up reaches up to 12.6 MPa. This signif-
icant accumulation of pore pressure is accompanied with a sharp
reduction in the effective stress, leading to the deformation and
potential fracturing of the sediments. More seriously, the high
pore-pressure built-up might cause soil liquefaction. Note that the
studied case corresponds to an undrained condition, for which the
leak-off of emitted gas and water is totally inhibited. Hence, pf
evaluated in the undrained condition can be considered as the
upper bound of the pressure built-up.
Fig. 11. Evolution of porosity with increasing temperature at undrained condition.
3.2. Evolution of pore volume

The variation of pore volume is one main mechanism governing
the evolution of pore pressure. Without the total stress change, the
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porosity change stems from three mechanisms according to Eq.
(14): 1) variation of fluid pressure, 2) variation of hydrate pressure,
and 3) thermal expansions of fluid, hydrate and solid skeleton with
increasing temperature. We illustrate the evolution of porosity as
well as the three contributions in Fig. 11. Recall that the Lagrangian
porosity used in this work describes only the changes in pore vol-
ume, excluding the change of porosity due to global deformation.
From Fig. 11, the evolution of porosity can also be distinguished into
three stages. It decreases to �0.24% during the pre-decomposition
stage. Within the decomposition stage, the porosity decreases first
and then increases up to �0.09%. The porosity continues to reduce
in the post-decomposition stage; it reaches �0.76% at 300 K.

The nonlinearity exhibited in the evolution of porosity is a
summing result of the three competition mechanisms. The
compaction of pore volume in the first stage is mainly attributed to
the thermal deformation term. This term (0.31%) is offset by the
expansions by the increases in the fluid pressure (0.02%) and the
hydrate pressure (0.05%). During the second stage, the thermal
deformation term continues to reduce the porosity (-1.34%).
However, this compaction is almost entirely offset by the significant
pressure built-up leading to a pore expansion of (1.04%). Comparing



Fig. 13. Evolution of volume strain with increasing temperature at undrained
condition.
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with these two terms, the effect of hydrate pressure is secondary,
contributing only 0.21% at the end of second stage. During the third
stage, the hydrate totally decomposes, and its effect vanishes. The
moderate fluid pressure increase results in a slight expansion,
reaching 1.16% at 300 K. The thermal deformation term
reaches �2.13% at the end of third stage. In summary, the thermal
deformation dominates the variation of pore volume. Nevertheless,
the built-up of fluid pressure also contributes to a reverse effect in a
great extent.

The existing investigations of pore-pressure built-up mostly
assumed an unchanged pore volume (add two references). To
quantify the effect of pore volume change, the exess pore pressure
in case of D4 ¼ 0 is calculated and illustrated in Fig. 12. It is shown
that, when neglecting the pore volume change, the excess pore
pressure would be 0 MPa at the end of pre-decomposition stage. It
rises to 5.8 MPawhen hydrate is totally decomposed at 294.6 K and
finally attains 6.6 MPa at 300K. In comparison, the final pressure
built-up when considering the pore volume change is 12.5 MPa,
nearly two times of the rigid pore volume case. Therefore, we can
conclude that the volume change can not be neglected.

3.3. Evolution of deformation

One main consequence induced by the built-up of fluid pressure
is the reduction in effective stress, which leads to deformation and
further fracturing of the sediment. The evolution of deformation is
illustrated in Fig.13. Similar to the porosity change, the deformation
is also attributed to three mechanisms according to Eq. (8): 1)
variation of fluid pressure, 2) variation of hydrate pressure, and 3)
thermal expansions of solid skeleton with increasing temperature.
From Fig. 13, the contribution of fluid pressure dominates the
deformation of sediment, followed by the effect of hydrate pres-
sure. Different from the key role in the porosity change, the thermal
dilatation term is negligible for the sediment deformation. This is
mainly because the porosity change is attributed not only to the
thermal expansion of solid skeleton but also those of fluid and
hydrate (Eq. (14)), whereas the sediment deformation is only gov-
erned by the former (Eq. (8)). The thermal dilatation coefficient of
solid skeleton is much smaller than those of hydrate and fluids
(Table 1).

With the combined effect of the three mechanisms, the sedi-
ment deformation with increasing temperature exhibits
Fig. 12. Role of porosity on the pressure built-up at undrained condition.
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nonlinearity, which can be divided into three stages. The defor-
mation is tensile and reaches 0.07% at the end of the first stage.
When the hydrate decomposes, the deformation decreases slightly
first but then rises sharply up to 1.26% at the end of second stage.
The deformation continues to increase during the third stage and
finally reaches 1.38%. This high-level tensile strain yields geological
issues such as fracturing of sediment and submarine slides (Zhang
et al., 2010b).

4. Further discussions

4.1. Role of capillary effect

The capillary effect is considered in the present work. This effect
is more obvious in fine-grained sediments, in which nanometric
pores are abundant. However, the capillary effect is negligible in
coarse-grained sediments. To exploit the role of capillary effect, the
evolution of fluid pressure when neglecting the capillary pressure
is compared with the case considering the capillary pressure,
shown in Fig. 14. The two curves superpose at the beginning. Af-
terwards, the curve considering the capillary effect enters into the
second decomposition stage in the temperature range between
285.4 K and 294.5 K. However, when neglecting the capillary effect,
the evolution of fluid pressure undergoes a leap at 293.9 K, indi-
cating the stage of hydrate decomposition.

This difference is mainly attributed to the influence of capillary
pressure on the phase transition process. In coarse-grained sedi-
ments, the capillary effect is negligible so that the hydrate in all
pores decomposes as in the bulk condition. For the studied case,
this occurs when T reaches 293.9 K and pf increases to 15.8 MPa
according to Eq. (4). However, in fine-grained sediments, the
capillary pressure leads the hydrate to decompose gradually from
small pores to big pores (Eq. (6). Hence, the phase transition occurs
in a temperature range for fine-grained sediments. The tempera-
ture 294.5 K at the end of decomposition is higher than 293.9 K
when neglecting the capillary effect because the pressure accu-
mulates during the decomposition process in small pores.

The final fluid pressure at 300 K is 25.8 MPa in case of neglecting
the capillary effect, which is a little smaller than 26.5 MPa in case of
considering the capillary effect. This is mainly due to the hydrate
pressure.With the presence of capillary effect, the hydrate pressure



Fig. 14. Role of capillary effect on the pressure built-up. Fig. 16. Evolution of fluid pressure built-up in three cases of bulk modulus.
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varies during the decomposition process, causing an additional
contribution (i.e., the second term in Eq. (15)).

4.2. Influence of initial hydrate saturation

From the previous discussions, we can summarize that the fluid
pressure built-up mainly stems from two terms: the density
contrast between the fluid and hydrate during the phase transition
process, and the variation of pore volume. We accordingly deduce
that the initial hydrate saturation and the bulk modulus should be
two key factors governing the pressure accumulation, whichwill be
investigated in the two following sections respectively.

We vary the initial hydrate saturation in the studied case and
calculate the final pressure built-up at 300 K, shown in Fig. 15. It is
found that with increasing initial hydrate saturation, the final
pressure built-up first decreases slightly and then increases up to
12.5 MPa when Sh0 attaining 75%.

The density difference between hydrate and equivalent fluid is
the main reason of this trend. In the sediment with higher initial
hydrate saturation (e.g. Sh0 ¼ 75%), the change of fluid pressure
Fig. 15. Influence of initial hydrate saturation on the built-up of fluid pressure.
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during the decomposition process can be divided into two stages: it
slightly drops at the beginning and then increases. As discussed
previously, the density of water is larger than that of hydrate. When
only a little amount of hydrate decomposes, the density of fluid is
still larger than that of hydrate, leading the fluid pressure to drop.
This density contrast reverses when the emitted gas attains a
threshold (x ¼ 11.3%) in the studied case from Fig. 10. To attain this
threshold, less hydrate needs to decompose for low initial water
saturation (i.e., high Sh0), whereas more hydrate needs to decom-
pose for high initial water saturation (i.e., low Sh0). For an extreme
case, when Sh0 is too small, the threshold is not attained even if the
hydrate totally decomposes. In other words, in the sediment with
lower initial hydrate saturation, the amount of released gas from
the melting hydrate is too small to reduce rf smaller than rh.
Accordingly, the fluid pressure decreases continuously during the

decomposition process. According to Eq. (15), because
�
1 � rh

rf

�
>0,

this paper found that with the increase of the initial hydrate
saturation when Sh0 <15% , the fluid pressure increases.

4.3. Influence of drained bulk modulus

As shown in Fig. 16, during hydrate recovery process, the build-
up of the fluid pressure pf increases with the increase of the drained
bulk modulus (K). When K ¼ 1500 MPa, the finally pore pressure is
3.6 MPa higger than K ¼ 500 MPa. This is because in the sediment
with lower drained bulk modulus, the increase of the pore volume
is larger when rise same pore pressure. Hence, the gas from the
melting hydrate has more storage space, resulting in a lower build-
up pressure compared to a sediment with a larger drained bulk
modulus.

When K ¼ 100 MPa, the hydrate enters into the second decom-
position stage in the temperature range between 284.9 K and
294.1 K. If K ¼ 1500 MPa, it's found that both of the begin of hydrate
decomposition temperature 285.4 K and the end of melt tempera-
ture 295.4 K is higher than when K ¼ 500 MPa.This appearance can
be explained in Fig. 6. In the condition of higher pressure, higher
temperature is needed when hydrate begin to melt.

5. Conclusions

This paper establishes a theoretical framework to investigate the
evolution of fluid pressure in the hydrate-bearing sediments during
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the phase transition process. The framework consists of an unsat-
urated thermo-poromechanical constitutive law and a phase
equilibrium theory. From this work, we can gain the following
conclusions:

� When the hydrate is decomposed by thermal stimulation in
undrained conditions, the fluid pressure is accumulated through
a combination of several mechanisms: the density difference
between hydrate and equivalent fluid (gas and water), the
change of pore volume due to hydrate pressure change, and
thermal expansions of fluid, hydrate and solid skeleton. Among
these mechanisms, the released gas from the melting hydrate
reduces the fluid density and is the main contribution of fluid
pressure built-up. Since the density of water is larger than that
of hydrate, the density contrast between the fluid and hydrate is
first larger than 1 when a limited gas is emitted and then be-
comes smaller than 1 when the gas emits sufficiently. Accord-
ingly, the corresponding pressure term drops slightly before the
sharp increase. When the phase transition is absent (i.e., for the
pre and post decomposition stages), the evolution of fluid
pressure is mainly attributed to the thermal expansions.

� The existing investigations of excess pore pressure mostly as-
sume a rigid pore. However, the present work demonstrates that
the effect of pore volume change can't be neglected. For the
studied case, the pressure built-up considering the pore volume
change is twice of that considering a rigid pore.

� Under the combined effect of these mechanisms, the evolution
of fluid pressure exhibits a strong nonlinearity. The built-up of
fluid pressure can reach up dozens of MPa. This high-level
pressure accumulation results in a sharp decrease in the effec-
tive stress. Accordingly, tensile deformation is produced, as well
as potential fracturing of the sediments. More seriously, the
pressure accumulation might cause geological disasters such as
soil liquefaction.

� The capillary effect is negligible in coarse-grained sediments;
this effect however can not be neglected in fine-grained sedi-
ments. The capillary effect causes the hydrate to decompose
gradually from small pores to large pores. Hence, the phase di-
agram becomes a zone in fine-grained sediments rather a line
for the bulk condition in the p-T chart. Moreover, the hydrate
pressure varies during the decomposition process, contributing
to an additional term of the built-up of fluid pressure.

� The magnitude of excess fluid pressure is affected by the initial
hydrate saturation. When Sh is below certain threshold value
(Sh) in the studied case, the fluid pressure drops slightly when
the hydrate decomposes. When exceeding this threshold, the
fluid pressure is built up during the phase transition, and its
value increases with Sh. Moreover, the pressure built-up in-
creases with the drained bulk modulus.

� The results and discussions in this work focus on the case when
the hydrate decomposes by thermal stimulation in undrained
condition. The value evaluated in such case can be considered as
the upper bound of the pressure built-up involved in other
cases. Furthermore, the theoretical framework established can
be simply implemented to investigate the pressure built-up on
other more realistic cases.
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